








                   The Four that Roar 
Day 1:  Write 5 new facts you learned about big cats. 

Day 2: Answer the questions below using evidence from 

the text and be sure it’s in a P.Q.A. 

How many species 

of cats are in the 

world? 

 

Which of the four 

big cats is the best 

swimmer?  

What 3 things do 

the strong legs of 

the cats help them 

do?  

Explain the one 

problem that the 

big cats are having. 

Use evidence from 

the text to 

support your 

answer.  

What does the 

word reserve?  

mean? 

Why do farmers 

build pens for 

their livestock?  

 

Day 3: 

Create a poster/picture with information from the text 

about that specific cat.  You can be creative in how you 

show what you learned. Include info. about  

• Fur type 

• Where they live/habitats 

• Specific facts about the cat of your choice 

• Anything else you find interesting about your cat 



       Word Work week of April 13th
 

Day 1: Watch the Flocabulary video about compound words. Listen to it the first time without 

stopping, then a second time with the discussion button turned on. 

Day 2:  Choose two words from the chart below that when put together make a compound word. 

You may only use each word one time and it must make a real compound word. Record your words like 

this: out + side = outside. 

      grass       tooth    basket      store     storm     pop 

     team      butter    skate     work    hopper      ball 

   thunder    corn      book    board      flies     paste 

 

Day 3: Read the compound words below then sort them into 5 groups that have either the first or second word in it using 

these words as the title for each group:     bookcase    lighthouse     downhill      headline     snowman 

    sunlight       bookmark       downpour   headfirst    flashlight 

    lightweight      downstairs      headstrong   snowstorm     scrapbook 

   headlight      countdown      snowplow      bookworm   snowflake 

    cookbook      snowball      daylight     headphones     downtown 

 

Day4:
 Look around your house and in some of your favorite books. See how many different 

compound words you can find. Challenge yourself and see if you can find 12 words that you 

haven’t seen in any activities this week. 

 

Day 5: There are 6 pages that I have taken from the story “Cloudy 
with a Chance of Meatballs”. Read each 

page and write the compound words that you see. Write the compound word and then the two words that make it 

up. 
  















Invaders of the Ecosystem 

 

 
  

  

Think of a pond with water, rocks, and mud. Animals live there. Plants grow all around it. Rain falls into the pond, or 
the sun shines above it. 

A pond is an ecosystem. Ecosystems are places where living things—animals and plants—exist with nonliving things, 
such as water and soil. Everything in an ecosystem affects everything else. 

Sometimes, outside plants or animals are brought into an ecosystem. These outsiders are called invaders. They can 
cause real trouble. 

Here is an example. Nutria (NOO-tree-uh) are small, furry water animals. They look like beavers. Nutria live in South 
America, but some people brought a group of them to the U.S. These people wanted to use nutria fur to make coats. 

The nutria were kept on animal farms, but some escaped. They had so many babies that soon there were millions of 
nutria! In the wetlands of Louisiana and Maryland, these giant groups of nutria gobbled up plants that other animals 
in the ecosystem had left alone. They chewed up bulrush plants, including the roots. By doing that, nutria ruined the 
soil, making it very difficult for some new plants to grow. Partly as a result, thousands of acres of marshland in 
Maryland are now damaged. 

U.S. wildlife experts have tried to reduce the number of nutria. In some areas, their plans have worked. Some areas 
have even gotten rid of all the nutria there. But where the nutria still remains, they continue eating up parts of the 
wetlands. 

Writing Prompt 

 

How have nutria affected the wetlands of Louisiana and Maryland? Use evidence from the text including details to 

support your answer. 




